
 

 

 

Press release 

28 April 2021: Safety campaign in every Belgian waste incineration facility  

The 'World Day for Safety and Health at Work', an initiative by the International Labour Organisation 

(ILO), takes place on 28 April. This day focuses on the prevention of industrial accidents and 

occupational diseases.  In a concerted approach, all members of Belgian Waste-to-Energy (BW2E) 

are taking part, and specifically promoting safety on the tipping floor and in the waste acceptance 

hall. The aim being to raise even greater awareness of safe practices amongst their own staff as well 

as those delivering waste. To this end, BW2E is cooperating with Denuo, the Belgian federation of 

the waste and recycling sector. Some non-BW2E members spontaneously also joined the campaign.  

 

2,000 drivers on a single day 

There are 14 treatment facilities in Belgium for the thermal-heat recovery of household and 

commercial residual waste. Yearly, it concerns the supply of 2.8 million tonnes of waste. On a single 

day there are around 2,000 truck drivers entering these installations to unload waste. 

Each of the installations has its own waste delivery method but strict safety regulations apply 

throughout. However, prevention and safety personnel find that safety is still being compromised 

too often.  

BW2E chairman Sébastien Stempnick underlines the importance of accident prevention in the 

sector: “Belgian Waste-to-Energy is taking part in this international safety day because we want to 

prevent accidents in our sector and, in particular, for all operations and manoeuvres in the waste 

acceptance hall and on the tipping floor. Every day we strive to ensure that all our employees, as well 

as those who deliver the household and commercial residual waste, return home safely. We are 

convinced that awareness and a positive approach from all involved parties will ensure a safer 

working environment.” 

Denuo, the Belgian federation of the waste and recycling sector also backs this campaign.  

Stany Vaes, General manager of Denuo: “In the past few years, the sector has taken a lot of 

measures to ensure safety around incinerator tips. However, we still receive reports of dangerous 

situations occurring. For example, when drivers clear up spilt waste: waste that has been left behind 

in the truck or left at the edge of the hopper. In order to prevent these dangerous situations, we want 

to raise the greatest level of awareness in our drivers regarding the safety regulations they must 

adhere to in the vicinity of these hoppers. In order to highlight this, Denuo and BW2E are jointly 

setting up this awareness campaign for drivers." 

Campaign with the focus on personal contact (at a safe distance) 

Members of the ‘Safety’ working group from Belgian Waste-to-Energy developed a concrete plan to 

improve safety in the waste acceptance halls and around the hoppers.  They charted any hazardous 

operations occurring near hoppers, creating an awareness campaign in the process.  Central to the 

approach is personal contact:  a conversation at a safe distance between employees from the waste-

to-energy sites and the drivers who come to unload waste. This dialogue is flanked by banners, beach 



 
 

flags, flyers and a social media campaign. All installations thermally treating household and 

commercial residual waste are set to adopt this on 28 April. 

28 April: concrete action on the tipping floor  

The conduct of every truck driver who makes a delivery on 28 April will be assessed by a member of 

staff from the site.  A fun flyer with cartoons will make clear which aspects of behaviour were 

perfectly all right and where improvements can be made. Anyone who ‘drives error-free’ gets 

rewarded with a small present. Anyone falling short is informed about how to improve in future. 

Because the objective is to provide as many drivers as possible with a ‘good report’ on 28 April, there 

has also been an emphasis on raising awareness and providing information in the weeks leading up 

to this. Cooperation with Denuo is crucial in this. Most waste collection firms are members of this 

federation.  Through this approach, they have drawn the attention of all these companies and their 

drivers to the campaign.  Belgian Waste-to-Energy designed a clear PowerPoint presentation for 

them with safety instructions which apply in all installations when delivering and unloading waste. 

This may be used in training courses and toolbox meetings for drivers. 

Maintaining safety  

During the campaign, it will be noted which hazardous situations occur most frequently.  Additional 

attention will be paid to this in the weeks following the campaign. The aim is to ensure the avoidance 

of any unsafe situations in the waste acceptance halls in future. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Belgian Waste-to-energy unites all of the Belgian facilities that treat residual household and similar commercial 

waste and recover energy from it. Altogether, they convert 2.8 million tonnes of waste into energy and 

materials for today and tomorrow. Every year they produce more than 1.5 million MWh of electricity which is 

partially renewable. This is the equivalent of the energy needs of 430,000 households.  In addition, BW2E 

members supply heat to residential or industrial heating networks. www.bw2e.be 

Denuo is the Belgian federation of the waste and recycling sector. In a world where raw materials are 

becoming scarcer and companies want to produce sustainably, our 250+ members are the essential link 

between materials used and re-use, recycling and final treatment. www.denuo.be. 

 

Press contact BW2E: Silvia Colazzo, Communications Manager, +32 476 63 18 27, silvia.colazzo@indaver.com 

Press contact Denuo: Maarten Geerts, Communications Manager, +32 (0)2 229 15 03, pers@denuo.be  
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Safety campaign BW2E-Denuo 

 

BW2E members taking part in the campaign (in alphabetical order) 

 

name address Press contact  

Biostoom Beringen Industrieweg 170, 3583 Beringen Via press contact BW2E 

Imog 
Kortrijksesteenweg 264 - 8530 
Harelbeke 

Koen Delie – tel. +32 474 89 00 14 

In BW 
inBW siège social, rue de la religion 10, 
1400 Nivelles 

Via press contact BW2E 

Indaver 
Molenweg, haven 1940, 9130 Beveren 
(Doel) 

Inge Baertsoen – tel. +32 497 970 570 

Intradel Uvelia -  Pré WIGI 40, 4040 Herstal Jean-Jacques De Paoli – tel. +32 491 72 20 05 

Ipalle 
Unité de Valorisation Enérgétique, Rue 
de Ribonfosse, 7971 Thumaide 

Nathalie Remy – tel. +32 479 96.84.19 

ISVAG Boomsesteenweg 1000, 2610 Antwerp Tom De Bruyckere - tel. +32 476 45 15 03 

IVAGO Proeftuinstraat 43 - 9000 Ghent Koen Van Caimere – tel. +32 478 25 85 94 

IVBO Pathoekeweg 41, 8000 Bruges Tom Espeel – tel. +32 (0)50 45 63 33 

IVM Sint-Laureinsesteenweg 29 - 9900 Eeklo Jean-Marie Staelens – tel. +32 (0)9 218 71 55 

IVOO Klokhofstraat 2 - 8400 Ostend Via press contact BW2E 

Mirom Roeselare 
Oostnieuwkerksesteenweg 121, 8800 
Roeselare 

Via press contact BW2E 

Net Brussel 
Brussel Energie - Leon Monnoyerkaai 8, 
1000 Brussels 

Georges Dumbruch – tel. +32 479 35 00 09 

TIBI 
Unité de Valorisation Energétique 
Port de la Praye 1, 6250 Pont-de-loup 

Flavio Lattuca – tel. +32 494 79 84 82 

 

Non-BW2E members taking part in the campaign (in alphabetical order) 

 

Name address press contact 

Biostoom Oostende Solvaylaan 7 | 8400 Ostend Bart David – tel. +32 486 79 36 06 

IOK Afvalbeheer 

- MBS, Eindhoutseheide 29, 2440 Geel  
- OGG, Eindhoutseheide 27, 2440 Geel 
(same gate as MBS) 
- MMO, Voorbeemden 10, 2400 Mol 
- MBO, Steenbakkersdam 42, 2340 
Beerse 
- CPI, Oosteneinde z/n, 2340 Beerse 
- MOG, Hagelberg 10, 2250 Olen 
- MME, Kiezel 300, 2450 Meerhout 
- MBM, Oosteneinde z/n, 2340 Beerse 
(same gate as CPI) 

Katleen Mertens – tel. +32 473 77 60 20 

SLECO 
Molenweg, haven 1940, 9130 Beveren 
(Doel) 

Inge Baertsoen – tel. +32 497 970 570 
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